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SPOTLIGHT ON DYNAMIC EMERGING ARTISTS
Quebec

WANTS&NEEDS DANSE
Chorus II
Sasha Kleinplatz

+
TENTACLE TRIBE
Nobody Likes a Pixelated Squid
Emmanuelle Lê Phan, Elon Höglund

In co-presentation with

 8 PM
LENGTH – 2 H INCLUDING
INTERMISSION
VENUE – CINQUIÈME SALLE

October 21, 2014
October 22, 2014
October 23, 2014
October 24, 2014
October 25, 2014

 TICKETS START AT $33.00

Post-performance talk with the artists
Friday October 24, 2014,

Montreal, September 29, 2014 - Danse Danse will be opening the dance portion of the 2014-2015 Cinquième Salle season with artists who
are creating buzz on the local dance scene. From October 1 to 25, two different companies will be featured in a double bill: Chorus II will be
presented by Wants&Needs along with Nobody Likes a Pixelated Squid, presented by Tentacle Tribe. The first is by Sasha Kleinplatz and
was rated a favourite by critics in 2013. It is a physical, emotional and cathartic piece for seven captivating performers – six dancers and a
percussionist-singer. The second, co-produced by Danse Danse and Place des Arts, is a magnetic duo by Elon Höglund and Emmanuelle
Lê Phan that combines music, bodies and real soul in harmonious contemporary urban dance. Catch these rising stars!

Chorus II - Group Portrait

With this work, Sasha Kleinplatz presents a very personal piece that explores the vulnerability of the male body. Chorus II is rooted in davening,
the swaying movement of Jewish men at prayer, an ancient movement still performed daily and automatically. The dancers and choreographer
transform this pedestrian ritual into cathartic gesture, a passionate humbling in the face of the unknown. With athletic bodies, vigorous
movement and live percussion, the piece is driven by boisterous energy. Chorus II was created collectively by Sasha, Radwan Moumneh and
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the six interpreters. The work premiered at MAI in 2013.

“Sasha Kleinplatz steps up to the big leagues with this captivating work that extols the essence and beauty of masculinity freed from its
shackles.” (Voir, Montreal)

Nobody Likes a Pixelated Squid -
Liquid Bodies for a Magnetic Duo

Two creatures in perfect symbiosis work on the harmonics of a
conceptual hip hop piece, a deconstructed street dance. Raw beauty
and grace are omnipresent in this electroshock tribal performance
where dance incarnates the music, and the movements are precise,
uncluttered and multidimensional. Early versions of this Tentacle Tribe
piece co-produced by Danse Danse and Place des Arts were
presented in 2013 at the Quartiers Danses festival and also at
Tangente. They have recently toured the piece in Europe in various hip
hop dance festivals and have a received an enthusiastic response.
The work was listed as among its Top Ten by the Toronto magazine
The Dance Current. 

“Emmanuelle Lê Phan and Elon Höglund (…) join forces in a magical
osmosis with movement that is extremely precise, dynamic and
rhythmically nuanced.” (dfdanse.com, Montreal)

WANTS&NEEDS DANSE
A Concordia University graduate, the Ontario-raised Sasha Kleinplatz tests the dynamics and
the limits of interpersonal relations by using a dance vocabulary inspired by play. She has
created some fifteen dance works to date involving over forty dancers and other artistic
collaborators. In 2005, she co-founded with Andrew Tay the company Wants&Needs Danse,
where she acts as the producer and programmer. In order to build bridges between different
aesthetics and to attract new audiences to contemporary dance, they present dance pieces in
innovative formats and in atypical performance spaces such as concert halls or former
swimming pools. The popular events Short&Sweet, Piss in the Pool and Involved have featured
the work of more than 70 choreographers and performers over the past eight years.

TENTACLE TRIBE
Ottawa native Emmanuelle Lê Phan joined forces with the Swedish artist Elon Höglund to
create Tentacle Tribe in 2012. Renowned for their work in productions by Cirque du Soleil,
Cirque Éloize and Groupe RUBBERBANDance, they attracted the interest of critics with their
very first pieces. Their complex partnership makes for highly physical choreographies as they
invent the geometry of an urban contemporary dance form where music and movement merge
fluidly together.

Trained in the martial arts and fluent in dance styles such as breaking and popping, Elon
Höglund draws his inspiration from street dance, theatre and contemporary dance. He has
worked with various companies in North America, Europe and Asia.

A graduate of Concordia University and co-founder of the Solid State Breakdance Collective, Emmanuelle Lê Phan, alias B-girl Cleopatra, has
been participating in competitions since 1999 and has performed in dance videos all over the world. 



“Creation has always been at the heart of our programming at
Cinquième Salle, and we love to promote up-and-coming artists.
Place des Arts and Danse Danse are proud to present two young
companies in the same evening, a means of doubling your pleasure
and letting these promising new works resonate with the audience.
Make way for a new generation of artists who are talented, energetic
and very much attuned to the times.”

Artistic Programmers  

TICKETS

Place des Arts Box-Office : 514 842.2112 / 1 866
842.2112

 NEXT PERFORMANCE
MONTRÉAL DANSE
PRISMES
Benoît Lachambre

DEC. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6, 2014, 8 P.M.

Cinquième Salle, Place des Arts

The mischievous iconoclast Benoît Lachambre plays with light,
colours and the bodies of the dancers of Montréal Danse to
stimulate our senses. A gust of fresh air and pleasure offered as an
invigorating follow-up to his impressive success last season.

 

Visit the Danse Danse website for additional information on dance pieces and the dance companies being featured: video excerpts, interviews,
photos, full credits and various related hyperlinks.

DANSEDANSE.CA
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Bérubé & Geoffroy Communications
Benoit Geoffroy » 514.722.9888 » bgeoffroy@videotron.ca / Monique Bérubé » 514.723.4943 » monique.berube44@sympatico.ca

CREDITS

Chorus II - Creation and/or interpretation Benjamin Kamino, Sasha Kleinplatz, Milan Panet-Gigon Simon Portigal, Lael Stellick, Jamie Thompson, Frédéric
Wiper, Nathan Yaffe. Creation and composition Radwan Ghazi Moumneh, Jamie Thompson. Lighting, Technical direction, Scenography Paul Chambers.
Outside eye The Patterson, Andrew Tay, Ginelle Chagnon. 

Nobody Likes a Pixelated Squid - Choreography and performance Emmanuelle Lê Phan, Elon Höglund. Lighting design Benoit Larivière. Costumes
Tentacle Tribe with Jodee Allen. Music Dictaphone, Pentaphobe, Hacksaw, Colorlist,  Hubbard Hills, Elon Höglund, Betty Bonifassi. Nobody Likes a Pixelated
Squid is a Tentacle Tribe production and a Danse Danse and Place des Arts co-production with the collaboration of the Segal Centre for Performing Arts. The
company is supported by the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec and the Canada Council for the Arts.

Photo 1 (Wants&Needs Danse) © Sandra Lynn Bélanger. Dancers Nathan Yaffe, Radwan Moumneh, Milan Panet Gigon, Benjamin Kamino, Frédéric Wiper,
Lael Stellick, Simon Portigal. Photo 2 (Tentacle Tribe) © Sandra Lynn Bélanger. Dancers Emmanuelle Lê Phan, Elon Höglund. Photo 3 (Sasha Kleinplatz) ©
The Gemmers. Photo 4 (Elon Höglund, Emmanuelle Lê Phan) © Yura Liamin. Photo 5 (Montréal Danse) © Montréal Danse. Dancers Annik Hamel, Peter
Trosztmer, Elinor Fueter.
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